Registration and General Information

Applications for the participation in the ‘workshop’ should reach in the attached format via regular mail at the given below communication address.

The last date of reaching applications is 30th September, 2016. The candidates would be informed of their selection through E-mail by 02nd October, 2016.

High Tea & Lunch will be provided to the participants. Limited seats are available for this workshop. The participants will not be paid TA and DA.

Accommodation

Suitably furnished accommodation will be made available, if requested in advance, in the hostels/guest houses of the CGPIT on nominal payment basis for out stationed candidates on twin sharing basis.

Address for Communications

Mr. Jemish V Maisuria (+91 8238058387)
Mr. Ajay Kumar Singh (+91 9737362857)
Mr. Jayesh H Munjani (+91 8460875520)

Organizing Committee,
Electronics & Communication Engineering,
C. G. Patel, Institute of Technology, UTU, Bardoli,
Surat, Gujarat
India, 394340.

E-mail
jemish.maisuria@utu.ac.in
ajay.singh@utu.ac.in
jayesh.munjani@utu.ac.in

Who can apply?

- Faculty members and industrial person.
- Research Scholars and Engineering students (B.Tech. / B.C.A. / M.C.A. / Bsc.IT / Msc.IT) and anyone who is the working in same domain.

Speakers

Cisco Certified Industries Experts who have a close watch on current trends in Network Design and security. Vast experience in conducting workshop in numerous university as well as expert lecture.

Course fees

Students/ Research scholars                   Rs. 650/-
Institute/ College Teachers                   Rs. 650/-

Chief Patron

Dr. D. R. Shah, Provost, Uka Tarsadia University.

Patron

Dr. N. C. Shah, Director, CGPIT.

Convener

Prof. Rakesh S. Gajre (Head EC/EE Dept.)

Organizing committee

Mr. Jemish V Maisuria (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Ajay Kumar Singh (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Jayesh H Munjani (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)

Co-coordinators

Mr. Manish Nakrani (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Sameer Bhakta (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Nilay Desai (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Sharad Fadadu (Asst. Prof. EC Dept.)
Mr. Fenil Khatiwala (Asst. Prof. CE Dept.)
About The Program

Computer networking and Security is a fundamental tool in today’s world, and serves as medium of communication in many fields like R&D, business, entertainment and sharing information and resources between billions of users by using internet, without which one cannot imagine today’s lives.

In this hands on approach students will gain plenty of practice by delving inside Ethical Hacking, Attacks, Networking basics, Google Hacking, Stenography, Cryptography, Web Hacking, Facebook messier hacking, Password Cracking, Trojans, DNS-Poisoning, E-mail Hacking, LAN Hacking, SMS-Forging, Call Forgery, Backtrack OS, Linux Hacking, Social Networking Sites Protection, Wi-Fi Hacking, SQL Injection, Backdoor Connections, and Framework (Penetration testing).

Expert trainers from the networking industry, who have a close watch on trends, will give a program lesson which reflects the ever growing innovation of the network revolution and also explores practical knowledge in networking to get advance certification (like Cisco CCNA, CCNP, CCVP, CWNA and many more). This makes student’s career ready for job related to internet, intranet and telecoms technical support. The course is intended to cover majority aspects of Networking and Cyber security.

Workshop Program Themes

- At the end of workshop, zonal round of BrainTech Network and Cyber Security Championship – 2017 will be conducted.
- Winner of each zonal centre will get direct entry to Grand Finale of BrainTech Network and Cyber Security Championship – 2017 at Azure Skynet.
- Winner of BrainTech Network and Cyber Security Championship 2017 will get a scholarship of Rs. 1 Lac.
- Hands on with Network Security tools and Attacks.

About the Institute

The Bardoli Pradeshi Kelavani Mandal (BPKM) is an education trust established in 1960 with the aim of imparting higher education opportunities in and around the rural area. BPKM has started a self-financed engineering college named Chhotubhai Gopalbhai Patel Institute of Technology under the roof of Uka Tarsadia University (UTU) in the year 2009 with the view of educating and training future professionals to lead in today’s competitive environment and to meet the needs of globalization by providing dynamic and conducive learning environment. CGPIT offers B-Tech programs in eight disciplines. CGPIT also offers M-Tech programs in disciplines like Power System, Electronics & Communication, Civil, Computer, Information Technology, Automobile and Mechanical Engineering. Ph.D. programs are also carried out by CGPIT in various disciplines.

About the Department

The Electronics and Communication department is one of the pioneering departments of the Institute. Over the years, the department has progressed at a rapid pace with development in both the spheres of infrastructure facilities and academic programmes. The department has highly qualified faculty members engaged in teaching and research with the aim of achieving excellence in the field of Electronics & Communication Engineering. The department offers Under Graduate course in Electronics & Communication Engineering and Post Graduate programmes in Electronics & Communication.

Application Form

Three Days Workshop on
“Cyber Security”
06-08th October, 2016

Name and Address of the applicant:
____________________________________
____________________________________

Name of College: _______________________

Gender: M/F DOB: _____________________

Age: ______________

Qualification: __________________________

Experience: ___________________________

Designation: __________________________

Mobile: _______________________________

Email: ________________________________

Accommodation required? Yes/No: __________

PAYMENT DETAILS (In CASH only):

Date: _________________________________

Rs. ________________________________

Signature of the Applicant

The applicant will be permitted to participate in the above program if selected. Further, I have personally talked with the applicant and the applicant seemed to be sure to attend the course, if selected.

Signature of Head of the Institution with Seal